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SUMMARY 
An investigation has  been conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel to 
determine aerodynamic character is t ics  and pressure  distributions of a large-scale 
1.075-pressure-ratio tip-turbine cruise  fan at angle of attack. 
tigation was to determine t rends ra ther  than absolute levels in performance since the 
fan was originally designed as a low-pressure-ratio lift fan. 
closely coupled to the fan so that the gas-generator nacelle extended forward and below 
the fan nacelle. 
0.70 and a t  angles of attack f rom -2' to So. The test Reynolds number based on the fan 
diameter (91.44 cm) varied from 3.90 X lo6  to 11.25 X lo6.  
The intent of this inves- 
The gas generator was 
The investigation was conducted at Mach numbers of 0.30, 0.50, and 
Angle-of -attack variation affected only the external pressure  distributions at the 
fan-cowl leading edge. Premature  supercrit ical  flow occurred on the fairing between the 
fan and gas-generator nacelles at angles of attack of 2 O  and 5 O  at a Mach number of 0.70, 
well below the fan-nacelle design Mach number of 0.81. Nacelle minimum drag occurred 
a t  an  angle of attack of 2' and both the lift and pitching-moment curves were l inear over 
an  angle-of-attack range of -2' to 5' throughout the Mach number range of the test .  
INTRODUCTION 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has  been conducting extensive 
research  on V/STOL airplanes that utilize tip-turbine-driven lift fans (refs, 1 to 4). 
These propulsion systems use the exhaust products of a gas generator (turbojet engine) 
to drive turbine blades mounted around the periphery of a ducted fan. 
high disk loading of the turbojet gas generator to  the lower disk loading of the fan resul ts  
in a n  increase in static thrust  for  the same power input. 
for a full-scale model of a current  VTOL airplane that has  a lift fan in each wing, a pitch- 
control fan mounted in the nose (needed f o r  transitional flight), and a conventional turbojet 
, f o r  cruise.  A lift fan can a l so  be used f o r  subsonic cruise  by rotating the fan 90' so that 
it ac t s  essentially as a turbofan engine with a bypass ra t io  that can vary f rom 8: 1 to 15: 1. 
Conversion of the 
Reference 2 presents results 
In this way, at low forward speeds, the thrust  of the driving gas  generator is augmented 
and the specific fuel consumption can be less f o r  the cruise  fan than for conventional 
turbojet or turbofan engines. Reference 3 presents  resu l t s  of a V/STOL transport  con- 
figuration that has  both lift and lift-cruise fan engines. Low-speed resul ts  fo r  an  iso- 
lated 1.1-pressure-ratio lift-cruise fan are presented in reference 5. (Pressure  rat io  
is representative of stagnation pressure  rise ac ross  fan.) 
An investigation concerned with extending cruise-fan internal and external perfor- 
The effects of variation of geometry and exit area were  studied at Mach numbers up 
mance to high subsonic Mach numbers was conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic tun- 
nel. 
to 0.85 fo r  eight configurations. These resul ts  fo r  eight configurations at an angle of 
attack of Oo are presented in reference 6. One of the configurations was also tested a t  
angle of attack; the purpose of the present report  is to  present external aerodynamic char- 
acter is t ics  and pressure distributions for  this configuration a t  Mach numbers of 0.30, 0.50, 
and 0.70 and at angles of attack f rom -2' to 8'. These resu l t s  are intended to give perfor- 
mance trends rather  than absolute levels since the tip-turbine fan used for  this investiga- 
tion was designed as a lift fan and not as a cruise  fan (ref. 6). 
SYMBOLS 
Model forces  and moments a r e  referred to an  axis system for  which the origin is at 
A discussion of procedures used to compute nacelle net aerodynamic character-  
the intersection of the fan-rotor reference plane and fan-nacelle center line, as shown in 
figure 1. 
is t ics  is given in the section entitled "Data Reduction" and a complete description of the 
procedure used to determine the thrust  characterist ics can be found in appendix A of ref- 
erence 6. 
as in reference 6 they a r e  in both the International System and the U.S. Customary Units. 
Dimensions for  this report  are only in the International System of Units where- 
Amax reference area based on fan-nacelle maximum diameter (does not include gas- 
generator-nacelle c ros s  section), 1.268 meters  
CA 
cA, n 
cD, n 
cD, r 
cF7 g 
2 
Axial force 
qmAmax 
axial-force coefficient measured by force balance, 
net axial-force coefficient, CA + CF,n 
net drag coefficient, 
total r a m  drag coefficient, 
gross  ideal thrust  coefficient, 
CA,n cos CY + CN,n s in  CY 
Ram drag  
qmAmax 
Gross thrust  
G m a x  
cF, n net thrust  coefficient, C F , ~  - CD,r cos a! 
CL, n 
Cm 
Cm, n 
net l if t  coefficient, 
pitching-moment coefficient measured by force balance, 
net pitching-moment coefficient, 
CN,n COS a! - CA,n s in  a! 
Pitching moment 
q,Am,xdmax 
Cm - (Effects of r a m  drag) 
Normal force 
%Amax 
normal-force coefficient measured by force balance, CN 
CN, n net normal-force coefficient, CN - CD,r s in  a! 
pressure coefficient, pz - p, 
4, CP 
Cp, sonic pressure coefficient for  sonic flow 
dmax fan-nacelle maximum diameter, 127.00 centimeters 
1 fan- cowl-plus-afterbody length, 261.90 centimeters 
M f ree-s t ream Mach number 
h F  fan-inlet mass-flow rate, kilograms/second 
4 3  gas- generator - inle t mass  -flow rate,  kilograms/second 
N F  fan rotational speed, percent of full speed 
local static pressure,  newtons/meter2 PZ 
free-s t ream static pressure,  newtons/meter2 p, 
f ree-  s t ream dynamic pressure,  newtons/meter2 q, 
r radius (specific radii  a r e  identified in fig. 5), centimeters 
Tt, 03 free - s t ream stagnation temperature, OK 
v, free - s t ream velocity, meters/  se c ond 
3 
X longitudinal distance (in the resu l t s  presented, x is measured f rom the 
fan-nacelle leading edge; in the configuration ordinates (fig. 5), however, 
x-values are measured as shown in the separate sketches), centimeters 
vertical  distance (specific values of y are indicated in fig. 5), centimeters 
angle of attack, degrees 
meridian angle as defined in figure 2, degrees 
stagnation temperature correction parameter  f o r  corrections to standard 
sea-level conditions, d G p 8 8 . 0 5  
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
Model Installation 
A simplified sketch of the cruise  fan is shown as figure 2 and photographs are 
given as figure 3. 
and overall model dimensions are shown in figure 4. 
that the fan-nacelle center line was 63.50 centimeters above the tunnel center line. 
this  investigation, the propulsion system was mounted in an inverted position and all 
references made to model geometry is according to the wind-tunnel installation. A l l  
model geometry is re fer red  to the fan-rotor reference plane, hereinafter re fer red  to as 
plane 10.3. 
by the engine manufacturer.) 
The installation of the model in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel 
The model was sting supported so 
For  
(This identification of the plane location is consistent with usage established 
As a means of increasing the structural  integrity of the model, guy wires  were 
attached to the sting by two fixtures which protruded out through holes a t  the rear of the 
gas-generator nacelle. A flexible seal  between the fixtures and the gas-generator nacelle 
prevented any air leakage. A second set  of guy wires  was attached directly to the st ing 
downstream of the gas-generator nacelle. (See fig. 3(b).) 
Propulsion System 
The propulsion system of this model consisted of the X-376 tip-turbine fan (pitch- 
control fan of ref. 2) driven by a modified T58-GE-6A gas generator. 
- Fan.- The fan was  a single-stage, 1.075-pressure-ratio, tip-turbine-driven fan. 
The rotor contained 36 fan blades and the tip-mounted turbine buckets. 
eter was 91.44 centimeters and the hub diameter was 41.15 centimeters. Design rota- 
tional speed of the fan was 4074 revolutions per minute. A bulletnose was provided to 
The fan-tip diam- 
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smooth the flow entering the fan .  A single set of 52 s ta tor  vanes was par t  of the rear 
f a n  frame. 
The tip-turbine buckets were located radially outboard on the fan-rotor blade tips. 
The gas-generator exhaust was admitted through a scrol l  to  the fan-tip turbines. The 
scrol l  of this partial-admission turbine covered the lower 167O of the circumferential 
arc;  the remainder of the turbine arc was inactive. The tip-turbine diameter was 
105.66 centimeters. 
Gas generator.- The gas generator was a modified T58-GE-6A turboshaft gas- 
turbine engine and used JP-4 as a fuel. The modification to  the gas generator con- 
sisted of removing the power turbine. Design rotational speed of this  gas generator is 
26 300 revolutions per  minute. A flow-straightening and bellows section was provided 
between the gas generator and fan scroll .  (See fig. 2.) The fan  and fan-tip turbine flows 
were discharged into a common annulus before entering the exhaust-nozzle system. (See 
fig. 2.) 
Configuration Tested 
Configuration 113 of reference 6 was tested at angle of attack. The various model 
components are defined in figure 2 and ordinates are given in figure 5. 
Fan cowl and inlet.- The fan cowl and inlet are that portion of the fan nacelle 
(excluding gas-generator nacelle) that is forward of plane 10.3. 
The fan cowl is the external surface whereas the fan inlet is the internal surface. 
fan cowl (fig. 5(b)) had a crit ical  design Mach number of 0.81, an NACA inlet designa- 
tion 1-64-98, and a maximum diameter of 127.00 centimeters at the fan center line. The 
large diameter was necessary to accommodate the turbine scrol l  and to keep the nacelle 
symmetrical. 
diameter w a s  1.133. 
(See figs. 2, 4, and 5.) 
The 
The rat io  of the diameter at the fan-inlet leading edge to  the inlet-throat 
Afterbody, nozzle shroud, __-__. and plug.- The afterbody is that par t  of the fan nacelle 
that is rearward of plane 10.3, the internal contour being defined as the nozzle shroud. 
(See figs. 2 and 5(b).) 
(r,/dmax = 5.25) terminating with a boattail angle of 12O. 
consisted of the upper 1730 of the shroud and the hot side the remaining 187O. 
side was fabricated to  allow for expansion due to  the heating effects of the fan-turbine 
flow. The flow spli t ter  of the same radius as the shroud cold side and located circum- 
ferentially at  the same position as the hot side was provided in order  that fan-turbine 
exhaust-gas pressure  and temperature could be measured before mixing occurred with 
the cold fan flow. 
The external contour of the afterbody was a circular-arc  segment 
(See fig. 5(b).) 
The nozzle shroud consisted of a cold and a hot side. (See fig. 5(b).) The cold side 
The hot 
The nozzle-shroud internal angle at the exit was 11.5O. 
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The nozzle plug (fig. 5(d)) provided the configuration with an exit area of 2793 square 
centimeters and was sized for fan operation at a Mach number of 0.80. 
angle was 12.5O. 
The plug half- 
Gas-generator nacelle and inlet.- The gas-generator nacelle is defined as the exter- 
nal surface of the fairing enclosing the gas generator, force balance, and sting up to  the 
flexible seal (fig. 2). The gas-generator inlet is the internal surface up to  the gas- 
generator compressor face. 
was 0.81 and the NACA inlet designation was 1-50-110. 
nacelle and inlet are presented in figure 5(e), and the bulletnose ordinates are given in 
figure 5(f). The flexible seal  insured no leakage between the end of the gas-generator 
nacelle and the nacelle-to-sting transition section which was attached to the sting (fig. 2). 
The gas-generator-nacelle design crit ical  Mach number 
Ordinates for the gas-generator 
Instrumentation 
Model forces  were measured with a six-component internally located strain-gage 
balance. 
constant balance temperature. 
12 pressure-scanning devices, each capable of scanning 48 pressures .  
scanning device contained a single pressure  transducer.  The outputs of the force balance 
and pressure-scanning units were digitized and recorded on punch cards.  A portion of the 
pressure  instrumentation was used for  determining static -pressure distributions over the 
various model surfaces. 
measuring flow conditions a t  the various instrumentation planes throughout the model as 
described in reference 6. 
An externally wrapped water jacket was used around the balance to maintain a 
Each pressure-  
Up to 485 pressures  were measured and recorded on 
The remainder of the pressure  instrumentation was used for  
Gas-generator and fan-turbine exhaust stagnation temperatures were measured with 
chromel-alumel thermocouple probes and recorded on continuous strip-chart  recorders .  
Gas-generator rotational speed was measured with a tachometer generator, and fan rota- 
tional speed was determined from a variable-reluctance magnetic pickup. 
generator fuel mass-flow rate  was determined from calibration curves based on corrected 
inlet mass-flow rate  for  the T58-GE-6A gas generator. 
and oil pressure,  gas-generator and fan vibration, fan-blade s t resses ,  and nacelle-cavity 
temperatures were monitored continually to insure safe operation. 
The gas- 
In addition, gas-generator fuel 
Wind Tunnel and Tests  
The investigation was conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel, which is a 
single-return atmospheric wind tunnel with a slotted, octagonal tes t  section. The speed 
range of this  tunnel is from a Mach number of 0.20 to 1.30. This investigation was con- 
ducted at Mach numbers of 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70 and at angles of attack of -2O, Oo, 2O, 5O, 
6 
and 8 O  over a range of power settings from windmill to maximum obtainable gas-generator 
power. 
The following procedure was used in recording data. First, the wind tunnel was 
brought to the desired speed and a windmill data point was  taken. The gas generator was  
s tar ted and brought to the idling condition (about 55 to  60 percent maximum speed) and 
another data point was taken. Then three power-on data points were taken, the last being 
usually at approximately maximum uncorrected gas-generator speed (usually 98 to  
101 percent). About 30 seconds was required to  record a data point because of the 
pressure-scanning equipment used. 
Boundary-layer transition s t r ips  were not affixed to any portions of the model during 
the investigation. 
CORRECTIONS AND DATA REDUCTION 
Corrections 
No corrections for wind-tunnel wall interference or  blockage effects were applied to 
The magnitude of these corrections is believed to  be negligible, since compari- the data. 
sons of windmill pressure distributions for one configuration (123) and a 1/5-scale flow- 
through model of the same configuration reported in reference 6 showed good agreement. 
Axial force was corrected to  the condition of f ree-s t ream static pressure acting 
across  the flexible seal.  
seal  force coefficient Seal force/qWAmax). 
either tunnel flow angularity or  model deflection due to load have been made. 
lar i ty  in the Langley l6-foot transonic tunnel averages about 0.lo upflow. 
This correction varied from -0.002 to 0.005 in t e rms  of flexible- 
( 
Quoted angles of attack a r e  to  be considered as nominal since no corrections for 
Flow angu- 
Data Reduction 
A complete description of the performance calculations at CY = 0' is given in ref-  
erence 6. 
aerodynamic-force coefficients is now described. 
The method used to  remove the effects of thrust  and to a r r ive  at the nacelle net 
The gross  ideal thrust  w a s  defined in reference 6 as the sum of the ideal thrust  
computed from pressure  measurements at stations (instrumentation planes) just behind the 
fan tip-turbine discharge and fan discharge. These calculations included frictional losses  
up to  these measuring stations but did not include the frictional losses  in the nozzle itself, 
because the pressure  instrumentation was located just  behind the fan stators.  Thus, the 
net nacelle-drag measurements presented herein a r e  considered conservative since they 
include these losses  that a r e  usually charged to  the internal performance of the propulsion 
system. 
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Total r a m  drag coefficient is defined as 
and the system net thrust  coefficient at a! = Oo is then simply 
From figure 1, the forces  measured directly by the balance along the body axis are 
noted to  be 
CN = C N , ~  + C D , ~  s in  CY ( 3) 
cA = CA,n - CF,n (4) 
where C N , ~  and C A , ~  are the nacelle net aerodynamic forces  along the body axis and 
the net thrust  coefficient at angle of attack is 
Solving equations (3) and (4) for the net aerodynamic coefficients along the body 
axis and converting to  a wind axis gives as the nacelle net lift and drag  coefficients: 
C L , ~  = C N , ~  COS CY - C A7n s in  a! (6) 
C D , ~  = CA,n COS a!+ CN ," s in  ( 7) 
At CY= Oo, C D , ~  = C D , ~  where CD,a is defined as a nacelle drag  coefficient in refer- 
ence 6. Substitutions can be made for CN,n and C A , ~  SO that the equations (6) and 
(7) for CL,n and CD,n can be expressed in t e r m s  of the measured balance forces  and 
computed fan net thrust  and r a m  drag. 
The net nacelle pitching-moment coefficient can then be obtained by subtracting 
out the contributions due to the r a m  drag (ram drag assumed to be acting a t  the nacelle 
inlet) 
- 124.46 258.95 73.66 
'm,n - 'm - -(CD,r)F dmax sin a! - -(cD,r)E dmax s in  - -(CD,r)E dmax COS a! (8) 
where 
8 
(Fan r a m  drag) (9) 
(Gas-generator r a m  drag) (10) - VCX+E - 
(cD7r)E q,Amax 
(Total r am drag) 
The constants are simply moments fo r  the respective components of the r a m  drag and 
dmax = 127.00 centimeters. 
figure 4. 
The dimensions of the moment a r m s  are indicated in 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
P r e s s u r e  Distributions 
The pressure  coefficients of figures 6 to  14 have been plotted as a function of x/2 
where 2 
coordinate system is at the leading edge of the fan cowl. At this  point x = 0 and x is 
measured positively to the r ea r .  
is the fan-cowl length plus afterbody length (261.90 cm) and the origin of the 
Fan-nacelle pressure  distributions a r e  presented in figures 6 to 8. The outer su r -  
face corresponds to  the fan cowl and afterbody, and the inner surface corresponds to the 
fan inlet and nozzle shroud. 
speed are presented. 
Only data at windmill and maximum obtainable fan rotational 
Only the external pressure  distributions at  the fan-cowl lip show any significant 
6' = 135' 
effect of angle-of-attack variation. 
ber,  cowl-lip suction at 
to 150° is increased. There is essentially no change at 6' = 90°. At M = 0.70, the 
onset of supercrit ical  flow along the fairing section between the fan and gas-generator 
nacelles at a! = 20 and 5O 
that for which the cowl was designed and can be a source of high interference drag due to 
possible flow separation along the fairing. Reference 6 showed the nacelle cri t ical  Mach 
number was reduced from 0.81 (design to  0.79 at the 6' = 0' meridian plane and to  about 
0.71 along the fairing (8 = 150O). At a!= 5' and 8 = 150°, the nacelle cri t ical  Mach 
number is about 0.65. Although the resul ts  at CY = Oo along 8 = Oo would indicate that 
isolated nacelle design techniques are adequate, resul ts  at the other meridian stations 
indicate that care must be used for  fairing sections that would be s imi la r  to that used in 
the present investigation. 
As angle of attack is increased a t  a given Mach num- 
6' = Oo is greatly reduced, whereas the suction at  
(figs. 8(c) and 8(d)) lowers the cri t ical  Mach number from 
Fan bulletnose and plug pressure  distributions are shown in figures 9 to  11. Little 
o r  no effect of angle of attack occurs  over the Mach number range of the tests. From 
9 
reference 6, plug thrust  coefficients (based on integration of pressures  over external 
portion of plug) vary from about 0.02 to  0.04. 
Gas-generator nacelle and inlet p ressure  distributions a r e  presented in figures 12 
to 14. Increasing angle of attack affected these pressure  distributions similarly to  those 
described for the fan nacelle. That is, a decrease of nacelle lip suction at 8 = Oo and an 
increase at 6 = 180°. The large negative pressure  peaks at 8 = 135O and 180' at wind- 
mill  a r e  due to  spillage of almost the entire gas-generator streamtube. 
mass-flow ra te  var ies  f rom about 1 kilogram per  second at windmill to about 8 kilograms 
per  second at maximum power.) 
windmilling. For example, at a! = 0' for all Mach numbers, the pressure  at the nacelle 
leading edge is positive at 
indicate a rapid acceleration of the flow over this portion of the gas-generator nacelle. 
(See figs. 12(b), 13(b), and 14(b).) 
tive pressure peaks. 
drical  portion of the nacelle (at 8 = 180' and x/Z > 0). 
(Gas-generator 
There is also nonuniformity to  this flow spillage due to 
6 = 0' whereas at 8 = 180°, large negative pressure  peaks 
Increasing angle of attack resul ts  in much higher nega- 
Variation of angle of attack had little or no effect along the cylin- 
Aerodynamic Characterist ics 
The variation of measured balance-force coefficients (thrust effects not removed) 
with corrected fan speed a r e  presented as figure 15. 
fan, the net thrust decreases  so much as the free-s t ream Mach number increases that the 
drag of the system is greater  than the net thrust  at M > 0.5. 
shows the variation of net thrust  coefficient and total r a m  drag coefficient with corrected 
fan speed. In the quantity CD,r cos a, both r a m  drag and net thrust  a r e  shown acting 
along the same axis, where the sum CF,n + CD,r cos a! is equal to the gross ideal thrust  
coefficient C F , ~ .  Variation of angle of attack is seen to  have little or no effect on net 
thrust  coefficient. Hence, there  was  no effect on fan internal performance over the angle- 
of-attack range of the tests.  
Because of the low-pressure-ratio 
(See also ref. 6.) Figure 16 
The variation of fan-nacelle net aerodynamic forces  (effects of thrust  removed) with 
These resul ts  show that minimum nacelle 
Both nacelle lift and pitching- 
corrected fan speed a r e  presented as figure 17. 
drag occurred at a = 2O for all tes t  Mach numbers. 
moment curves a r e  linear up to  a! = 5O at all Mach numbers for a constant corrected 
fan speed. Nacelle lift-curve slope over this angle-of-attack range varied from about 
0.016 to  0.022. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An investigation has been conducted in the Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel to  deter-  
mine external aerodynamic characterist ics and pressure  distribution of a large-scale 
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tip-turbine cruise  fan at angle of attack. The investigation was conducted at Mach num- 
b e r s  of 0.30, 0.50, and 0.70 and at angles of attack from -2O to 8O. 
number based on the fan diameter (91.44 cm) varied from 3.90 X 106 to  11.25 X lo6. 
The test Reynolds 
Angle-of -attack variation affected only the external p re s su re  distributions at the 
fan-cowl leading edge. Premature  supercrit ical  flow occurred on the fairing between the 
fan and gas-generator nacelles at angles of attack of 2O and 5O at a Mach number of 0.70, 
well below the fan-nacelle design Mach number of 0.81. Nacelle minimum drag occurred 
at an angle of attack of 20, and both the lift and pitching-moment curves  were l inear over 
an angle-of-attack range of -2O to  5' throughout the Mach number range of the test. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., April 10, 1969, 
721-03-00-02-23. 
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Plane 10.3 
Relative wind 
Moment  reference center  
\ I /  
\ .  /-----I- 
a, ;leg 
I 
Gross balance forces: 
CN CN, ,+CD, sin a 
‘A ‘A, n-‘F, n 
where: 
‘D, r = ( % , r ) ~ +  (%,r)E 
CF, n c ~ ,  g - c ~ ,  r cos 
Nacelle ne t  aerodynamic forces: 
CL, = CN,n COS a - C sin Q 
CD, = CA, COS (Y + C sin Q 
A, n 
N, n 
Nacelle net p i tch ing  moment: 
where (Cm) is moment due t o  total  r a m  drag 
CD, r 
Figure 1.- Definition of cruise-fan axis  system, force, and moment coefficients showing positive directions as model was mounted in the wind tunnel. 
10 3 
r Rotor 
Figure 2.- Sketch of c ru ise  fan assembly. Al l  dimensions in centimeters unless otherwise noted. 
(a) Three-quarter front view. L -65-4786 
(b) Three-quarter rear view. 
Figure 3.- Photographs of cruise fan. L -65-4788 
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Figure 4.- Installation of cruise fan i n  the  Langley 16-foot transonic tunnel .  Al l  dimensions are i n  centimeters unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 5.- Geometric character ist ics of t h e  var ious model components. Al l  dimensions i n  cent imeters un less  otherwise noted. 
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Figure 7.- Fan-nacelle-afterbody pressure distributions at M = 0.50 at various angles of attack. 
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Figure 9.- Fan-bulletnose-plus-plug pressure distributions at M = 0.30. 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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Figure 15.- Variat ion of gross balance forces ( t h r u s t  effects not removed) with corrected fan speed. 
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Figure 15.- Continued. 
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Figure 15.- Concluded. 
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Figure 17.- Var iat ion of fan nacelle net aerodynamic forces (effects of t h r u s t  removed) w i th  corrected fan speed. 
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Figure 17.- Continued. 
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Figure 17.- Concluded. 
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